
Swiss Bath Manufacturer
Bathtubs, shower bases and washbasins

made of glazed titanium steel.
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Are you looking for a bath that meets your high standards and offers new inspiration every day?  
With over 70 years of experience with glazed titanium steel and our well-deserved reputation as a reliable Swiss 
quality partner, we are in the perfect position to fulfill your needs.

For a bath that meets
your high standards

Founded in 1947 in Switzerland near Lucerne, Schmidlin  
is a traditional Swiss family business manufacturing 
bathtubs, shower bases and washbasins of the highest 
quality. Schmidlin is well known and appreciated for its 
high-end products made of glazed titanium steel. The 
majority of products are available both in comprehensive 
standard ranges and as individual, made-to-measure 
products, giving you the perfect bathroom.

Discover the brand and its products made of glazed 
titanium steel

Beat and Urs Wullschleger, 
managing directors

Production site in Switzerland



Products and material

Schmidlin produces a wide assortment of 
bathtubs, shower bases, washbasins, urinals 
and accessories.

Strong and resistant

Optical, haptic and hygienic easy to clean 
properties of glass

Color- and lightfast

Optimum thermal conductivity

Long life guaranteed

Made to measure

Schmidlin is able to produce to the measure. 
On the VARIO washbasins we are offering a 
special airfreight delivery option directly from 
the Swiss factory.
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Our unbeatable strengths 

MTM

43 ½ inch

42 inch
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Schmidlin URBAN CLASSIC

integrated tile flange        integrated apron wide front rim 
 

The URBAN CLASSIC is a swiss made premium alcove tub for the traditional and the contemporary American 
bathroom. Exclusively developed for the North American market, this tub is the combination of superior design, 
exceptional quality and easy installation. Available in two sizes 60 × 30 inch and 60 × 32 inch, with left or right drain.

Picture: Bathtub Schmidlin URBAN CLASSIC 60 × 30 inch, 
glazed titanium steel, color white gloss.
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Integrated tile flange

Integrated tile flange

60 inch magnetic apron, 
available in white gloss, white 
matte and black matte.

Made to measure
MTM

The bathtub with its classic parallel shape and spacious internal casing stands out thanks to its timeless 
form. For the standard alcove installation it is available in size 60 × 30 inch with tile flanges on three sides and 
a depth of 17 ⅜ inch. Larger sizes are available in custom measurements from 66 × 30 inch up to 70 × 32 inch, 
even with tile flanges on two sides for corner installations.

Schmidlin NORM CLASSIC

Picture: Bathtub Schmidlin NORM CLASSIC  
60 × 30 inch, glazed titanium steel, color white gloss.

The simple, oval interior makes Schmidlin RIVA CLASSIC a popular design. The broad rim is a comfortable place to
rest your arms. The central drain outlet guarantees an enjoyable bath for two people and makes it ideal for
families.

Schmidlin RIVA CLASSIC

Picture: Bathtub Schmidlin RIVA CLASSIC  
60 × 32 inch. glazed titanium steel, color white gloss.
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Schmidlin ARIA20

integrated tile flange        

Schmidlin ARIA20 takes relaxation to a whole new dimension. It’s the world’s first glazed titanium steel bathtub 
with a depth of 20 inch, giving you maximum space for a soothing bath. And Schmidlin ARIA20 is also perfect for  
sharing a bath with someone special, as it has a sloping back rest at both ends and a center drain to ensure ultimate 
comfort.

Picture: Bathtub Schmidlin ARIA20 66 × 32 inch,  
glazed titanium steel, color white gloss.
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Integrated tile flange

Integrated tile flange

The Schmidlin RIVA is harmoniously curved and elegantly shaped, a gentle, classic oval. The flowing form of 
the inner shape creates an unexpected softness in the bathroom and guarantees a sensual bathing pleasure.

Schmidlin RIVA 

Picture: Bathtub Schmidlin RIVA 75 × 36 inch,  
glazed titanium steel, color white gloss.

The bathtub makes relaxing easy, as it caresses your body. The upper section of the rectangular Schmidlin CORSO 
gives your shoulders all the freedom you need, while the lower oval section gives your body the necessary support. 
Schmidlin CORSO is perfect for relaxing on your own or with someone special, thanks to the central drain outlet.

Schmidlin CORSO

Picture: Bathtub Schmidlin CORSO 72 × 36 inch , 
glazed titanium steel, color white gloss.
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Magnetic accessory
Pillow RELAX

A simple white oval set off by its black rectangular frame, Schmidlin NORM FRAME floats in the room like no 
other bath.The perfect beauty of this composition full of contrasts, reduced to the essentials, will always be a 
visual delight.

Schmidlin NORM FRAME

Picture: Bathtub Schmidlin NORM FRAME  60 × 30 inch,  
glazed titanium steel, color white matte, powder-coated steel frame.

The sculptural design of the Schmidlin FRAME Line turns your bathroom into a piece of art. The bathtub  
Schmidlin RIVA FRAME and the washbasin Schmidlin DUETT FRAME are characterized by a flowing oval design  
and are elegantly shaped, supported by a classic powder-coated steel frame.

Schmidlin RIVA FRAME
Schmidlin DUETT FRAME

Picture: Bathtub Schmidlin RIVA FRAME 72 × 33 inch and  
washbasin Schmidlin DUETT FRAME 26 × 19 ½ inch,  
glazed titanium steel, color white matte, powder-coated steel frame.

Freestanding towel holder 
FRAME LINE 

Ladder towel holder 
FRAME LINE 
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Schmidlin FLAIR

Schmidlin FLAIR helps give your bathroom an elegant simplicity. The exterior stays true to the oval interior. With
a central drain outlet, the bathtub guarantees a relaxing, enjoyable bath for two people.

Picture: Bathtub Schmidlin FLAIR 75 × 36 inch,  
glazed titanium steel, color white gloss.

Magnetic accessory
ELEMENT bathtub tray
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Schmidlin SELLA SHAPE

Uncompromising aesthetics in a classic oval: the gentle, flowing forms of the internal casing and the conical outer 
shape give the Schmidlin SELLA SHAPE a particular lightness. The graceful look combined with the sturdy glazed 
titanium steel gives every bathroom an impressive charisma. The seamless design of this freestanding bathtub 
convinces all along the line. The ergonomic inner shape and the spacious overall tub promise pure relaxation.

Picture: Freestanding bathtub Schmidlin SELLA SHAPE 
76 ¾ × 37 ⅜ inch, glazed titanium steel, color white gloss.

Picture: Freestanding bathtub  
Schmidlin SELLA SHAPE FRONT

72 ⅞ × 33 ½ inch,  
glazed titanium steel, color white gloss.

Magnetic accessory
Towel holder
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Made to measure
MTM

Drop-in Undermount

Counter-top

The Schmidlin ORBIS with its circular classic shape stands for timeless elegance. The Schmidlin ORBIS gives 
you all the storage space you need in multiple design variants: the washbasin is available as an undermount, 
a drop-in, a counter-top and as a wall-mount basin. Schmidlin ORBIS can also be ordered as ORBIS VARIO. 

The Schmidlin ORBIS MINI makes the most of a small space. This makes the smaller version of the classic  
Schmidlin ORBIS the ideal basin for your guest bathroom.

Schmidlin ORBIS

Schmidlin ORBIS MINI

Picture: Seamless counter-top washbasin Schmidlin 
ORBIS VARIO made to measure for the robern 

"balletto" vanity in black matte.

Picture: wall-mount washbasin ORBIS MINI, 

15 ¾  ×  11¾ ×  4 ⅞ inch, 

with undermount towel holder, 
glazed titanium steel, color black matte

Wall-mount

Wall-mount
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Add built-in bathroom furniture to the Schmidlin MERO washbasin and you get the Schmidlin MERO EVO. Made 
from glazed titanium steel, the lateral lines of the washbasin stylishly frame the furniture, harmoniously blending 
it with the basin. The Schmidlin MERO EVO is available in a wide range of sizes and designs and is made from 
timeless, high-quality materials. The furniture is an elegant drawer which has a quiet and practical soft-close 
mechanism and can be opened easily thanks to its push-open system. This timeless bathroom furniture is available 
in two materials: real wood laminate or super matt synthetic resin laminate with a fingerprint-resistant surface.
The Schmidlin MERO EVO can also be fitted with practical accessories, such as a magnetic towel holder on the side 
of the basin or an interior compartment for the drawer, made from solid wood with a black varnish.

Schmidlin MERO EVO

Picture: Washbasin with integrated bathroom furniture: Schmidlin MERO EVO. 
Washbasin: glazed titanium steel, color white gloss. Bathroom furniture: Wood planked walnut (VS03).

Wood light oak 
(VS01)

Wood titanium  
oak (VS02)

Wood planked
walnut (VS03)
 
 

Nero ingo 
(VS53)

Interior divider for EVO bathroom furniture
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Made to measure
MTM

The Schmidlin MERO is a classic washbasin in a cubic design. The basin fits harmoniously into your bathroom and 
also scores highly in practicality. The deep shape is ideal for everyday family requirements and the shelf space on 
either side offers room for everything you need, such as our magnetic accessories which make life a little easier. 

The Schmidlin MERO is available in multiple design variants such as an undermount, drop-in, counter-top or 
wall-mount basin. The Schmidlin MERO is also available made to measure, this product is called MERO VARIO.

Schmidlin MERO

Picture: Counter-top washbasin Schmidlin MERO 31 × 22 inch, glazed titanium steel, color white gloss. 

Drop-in Wall-mountUndermount Counter-top

smallest size: 
21 × 16 inch

largest size: 
50 × 23 inch

Schmidlin MERO VARIO
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Made to measure
MTM

There are so many options for the Schmidlin MERO MINI, a practical all-rounder, that you’re sure to find what’s 
right for you. The Mini version of this cubic classic is available in a wide range of sizes as well as made to measure.

Schmidlin MERO MINI

Picture: wall-mount washbasin MERO MINI, 

15 ¾  ×  11¾ ×  4⅞ inch, glazed titanium steel, color white gloss

Wall-mountCounter-top

Schmidlin MERO MINI VARIO

smallest size: 
13 ¾ × 12 inch

largest size: 
32 × 15 ¾  inch
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The slender Schmidlin IRIS bowl combines subtle design with sturdy materials. The basin’s discreet drain produces a 
pleasing sense of evenness, which when viewed from above resembles the human eye. Schmidlin IRIS is available in
two sizes and a wide range of colors.

Schmidlin IRIS

Picture: Schmidlin IRIS vessel washbasin 14 ¾ × 14 ¾ × 5 ½ inch, vessel anthracite matte,  
lens light gray matte
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Made to measure
MTM

Picture: Super flat Schmidlin shower base 60 × 40 inch, 
glazed titanium steel, color white gloss.

Integrated tile flange

The Schmidlin shower bases are available in a wide variety of sizes and different depths. We call them super flat 
(1 ⅜ inch deep) and flat (2 ⅝ inch deep). The shower bases are available with integrated tile flanges on three sides 
and a small apron at the front. Optionally the shower bases can also be ordered with tile flanges on two sides and 
with aprons on the other two sides. 
This solution saves complicated tile work and stands out through its elegance and perfection.

Schmidlin shower bases

smallest size: 
40 × 30 inch

largest size: 
60 × 40 inch
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Made to measure
MTM

Picture: VERTEX ALCOVE 42 × 30 inch, glazed titanium steel, 
color light gray matte.

Integrated tile flange

With its clean, simple lines, the Schmidlin VERTEX ALCOVE is the epitome of fine style. Schmidlin VERTEX ALCOVE 
fits flush with any bathroom floor. The slope to the central drain is hardly noticeable, but it allows the water to 
drain quickly.

Schmidlin VERTEX ALCOVE

largest size: 
66 × 36 inchsmallest size: 

30 × 30 inch
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A (standard color) white gloss C001      

B (standard color*) white matte C058      

C (standard color) black matte C003     

D (gloss colors) manhattan gloss C033     

bermudablau gloss C031     

whisper blue gloss C040     

mossy green gloss C012     

calypso gloss C047     

greenwich gloss C046     

aegean gloss C048     

caramel gloss C032     

bahama beige gloss C011     

natura gloss C010     

biscuit-pergamon gloss C043     

sunset gloss C034     

rose pearl gloss C038     

E (matte colors) anthracite matte C062    

dark gray matte C061    

graphite matte C066    

hazel matte C071    

stone matte C070    

light gray matte C060    

dust matte C068    

cashmere matte C069    

silver matte C067    

cream matte C076    

light beige matte C065    

beige matte C064    

greige matte C073    

taupe matte C075    

brown matte C063    

F (matte colors) ruby red (RAL 3003) C103 

Ultramarine blue (RAL 5002) C105 

water blue (RAL 5021) C110 

Schmidlin offers its products not only in glossy white. The outstanding surface properties of glazed titanium steel 
can also be offered in several colors and in matte shades of gray and black.

Colors
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Magnetic bathtub pillow RELAX
The magnetic, ergonimically-shaped 
multifunction pillow comfortably supports 
head, neck, arms or feet. Its flexible shape 
easily adapts to any Schmidlin bathtub, 
thus offering a safe and comfortable 
support during bathing. Thanks to the 
integrated magnetic area, the pillow can 
be precisely positioned anywhere on 
glazed titanium steel tubs.

Magnetic glass holder

Magnetic towel holder
The simple, high-quality towel holder can 
be easily and precisely positioned on all 
wall-mount and  2 inch counter-top 
washbasins.Chrome plated or black 
matte finish.

Magnetic candle holder

Magnetic soap dishMagnetic soap dispenserMAGNO soap dispenser

MAGNO toothbrush holder

Magnetic and practical:  
The high-quality accessories can be easily and precisely positioned on all all glazed titanium steel products of 
Schmidlin and thanks to the integrated magnetic base. They can be moved with no great effort without leaving 
behind any scratches.

Magnetic accessories



Wilhelm Schmidlin AG
Gotthardstrasse 51 
CH – 6414 Oberarth
S w i t z e r l a n d
 
Fon +41 41 859 00 60
Fax +41 41 859 00 79
info@schmidlin.ch
w w w.schmidl in .ch
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